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University seeks
space grant statu

by Claus R. Martel
associate editor
According to a story published in the
December 28th Huntsville Times,
UAH will be pushing towards being
named "Space Grant U" this coming
year. According to Marion Hollon,
Times Staff Writer, UAH made many
efforts in '86 to gain that title.
UAH was given the go-ahead in 1986
by the University of Alabama
System's Board of Trustees to achieve
status as one of the nation's first space
grant universities in response to
legislation pending in Congress that
would create a Space Grant College

frogram.
The Times story cited other moves
by UAH that would help the school
become "Space Grant U":
1. Dr. William Lucus, former director
of the MSFC, was hired by UAH to
consult the school on the space grant
effort.
2. In December 1986, Gov. Wallace
awarded UAH a $1.0 million grant for
"construction and renovation needs"
to prepare for future grant work.
3. All in all, UAH received over $11
million in research dollars in '86.
4. UA System Board of Trustees
OK'd a $625,000 plan to expand
Research Institute.
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Let us dare to read, think, speak and write."-John Adams
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Prisoners strive for educational freedom
by Glenda James
for The Exponent
These students follow a dress
code of white shirts and pants
and they don't dare miss class
without a good excuse.
Education inside the walls of
the Limestone Correctional
Facility may be a little more rigid
but like any school today the age
of computers is creeping inside
the classroom. Software written
by the University of Alabama in
Huntsville and the University of
North Alabama is assisting these
men in their preparation for the
world that awaits them once
released from prison.
For six hours a day, the
computer and its software are the
show piece of Glenda James
class where students are learning
many of the basics of reading,

writing and arithmetic.
According to James, who is the
pre-vocational instructor, about
75 percent of the prison
population doesn't have a high
school diploma.
"A good majority of them
dropped out of school prior to the
ninth grade," said James.
James is part of a 12 member
team of faculty and administra
tion from Calhoun Technical
College. The program is directed
by Calhoun director of adjunct
programs Ottie Newsom.
Calhoun offers courses in
welding, electricity, auto
mechanics, construction trades,
horticulture, quantity foods,
technical drafting and prevocational subjects.
The use of computers is part of
an effort to retrain and educate
prisoners for a productive life

after their release. Technical
drafting instructor Lynn Parker
said the math programs • are
challenging and a regular part of
his drafting class.
"The rate of repeaters is
reduced if they get education
while in prison," said James.
"These people can then go out
and provide for themselves and
their families."
"Occupational training is the
only factor that is shown to keep
people from committing other
crimes," said Newsom.
Dr. Bernard Schroer, director
of the Johnson Research Center
at UAH, said the work with
UNA evolved from developing
software with the U.S.
Department of Energy. More
than half of Alabama's 128
school systems are using the
math program as a regular part

of their efforts to remediate
students. The programs come in
three levels - third, sixth and
ninth grades.
By October, Schroer said
programs for reading and
language arts should be
available.
"These programs have helped
reduce the time teachers need to
spend working to remediate
students," said Schroer.
The remedial math computer
program in dames' class presents
problems encountered in daily
life like figuring the amount of
sales tax on a purchase. Because
the problems are written out
sometimes in story form they also
test the students' reading skills.
"A lot of people haven't dealt
with the written word." said
Newsom. "They're capable but
they just have never done it."
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UAH inter-club council forming
by Dauid H. Rogers
for The Exponent
Students representing some of the
major student organizations of UAH
met Monday night in the University
Center to discuss the formation of an
inter-club council to promote
cooperation and communication
between UAH student organizations.
Because there traditionally has not
been a great deal of communication
between UAH student clubs and
organizations, students
haven't
always been aware of the number of
activities available to them at UAH.
Also, students haven't been able to
attend all of the UAH-sponsored
events that they've wanted to because
of the students clubs' scheduling

conflicts.
These students are forming an interclub council to "get students more
involved in UAH activities," according
to Kevin Mills, a management
information systems maior who
represented the Charger hockey team.
Mills says such a council could benefit
the athletic programs that don't have
as much support as Charger hockey.
A name for the council was not
decided upon Monday, but the twenty
or so students preseht agreed that the
organization's primary purpose would
be to serve as a communications
network for the benefit of UAH clubs
and the student body.
According to Student Government
Association President Chris Jackson,
a MIS major, "UAH has always had a

lot of diversified organizations that
offer a lot for UAH students, but
because of time restraints and a lack of
cooperation (amongst the clubs),
students didn't get much benefit" from
the student organizations' program
ming. "I hope this organization will
show how much there is to do here, and
that students don't have to pledge
allegiance to any one group to have a
social life at UAH."
The group decided to allow all UAH
student clubs-including clubs not
receiving funds from the SGA-to be
represented in the inter-club council
once it is formally organized.
Making attendance at the inter-club
council's meetings mandatory for
student organizations receiving SGA
funds was also discussed Monday

night.
Another organizational meeting for
the council is scheduled for 12:15 p.m.
next Monday in the UAH cafeteria. All
students, especially student club
representatives, are encouraged to
attend.
"I think it will be real helpful in
organizing events for different clubs,"
said Kim Stokey, who represented the
Christian Student Organization.
Student Programming Council Lecture
Series Director Gina Atkins also spoke
positively about the council's
formation. "Although I know it will be
an asset for my organization to be
involved, I believe it will be beneficial
to everyone else as well."

269,000 veterans have unused education benefits
by Uncle Sam Veteran
staff writer
The Veterans Administration

reports that more than 269,000 postVietnam veterans who are eligible for
Veterans Educational Assistance Act
(VEAP) schooling are failing to take

advantage of the multimillion dollar
program.
While on active duty these veterans
paid up to $2,700 each into the VEAP

Uabaret Presents:

In all your life you never
laughed so hard.

Alex Cole
Friday, January 16th 7:00p.m
$1 students
$2 general public
Stay and see "Cocoon" Free!

fund, but have since failed to sign up
for educational benefits worth more
than $8,100.
According to James W. Conway,
Director, VA Regional Office,
Montgomery, to qualify for VEAP
benefits, veterans who contributed
must sign up within 10 years after
being discharged from active military
service. Veterans who contributed to
the fund also can apply for
reimbursement of their contribution,
even after the 10-year-limit period for
education benefits expires.
As of September 30, 1986, some
294,987 servicepersons were
contributing to the program to qualify
for schooling after discharge. By the
same date, 109,513 veterans had
received training through the
program, 29,833 were receiving
training, 542,561 had been refunded
their contribution, and the accounts of
269,259 veterans were inactive.
VEAP benefits are for servicepersons who entered the Armed Forces
after December 31, 1976, and
participated in the contributory
program. Servicepersons have until
March 31, 1987, to begin contributing
to the program, which is being phased
out.
Under the voluntary program, each
dollar contributed by a service person
is matched with two dollars from the
U.S. Government for college and other
educational benefits. The maximum
benefit is $8,100 for up to 36 months.
Some military occupational specialties
qualify for extra bonuses.
The VA account containing the
contributions of servicepersons totaled
$570 million as of September 30, 1986.
Additional funds are transferred as
needed from the Defense Department
to pay for matching obligations.
The amount available for refund to
an individual veteran, depending upon
contributions while in service could be
as much as $2,700.
VEAP is one of three major
education programs currently
provided by the Veterans Administra
tion. A second program, the New G.I.
Bill, is open to active duty personnel
serving from July 1,1985 through July
1, 1988. By agreeing to have their pay
reduced by $100 a month for 12
months, veterans can receive $300 a
month for 36 months when they start
post-secondary education.
The third program, the Noncontributory G.I. Bill, is for post-Korean
Conflict and Vietnam-era veterans
who served after January 31,1955, and
before January 1, 1977. The benefits
vary with the number of dependents,
the type of schooling and the length of
active duty.

Leave a
clean trail.
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Winter quarter filled with events
by Jimmy Steely
features editor
Now that school has finally started,
it is time to get back into the
mainstream of UAH life by attending
all of the exciting student activities
planned for Winter Quarter. January is
filled with basketball and hockey with
home hockey games on January 2, 3,
23, 24, 30, and 31, as well as February
20, 21, 27, and 28. There will also be a

bunch of basketball games throughout
January and February.
The UAH Film Series begins
January 16 and 17 with that family
favorite, Cocoon. On February 23 and
24, the Humphrey Bogart Film
Festival will be shown. Bogart's
famous hits, Casablanca, The African
Queen, The Maltese Falcon, and Key
Largo, will be shown in living black
and white. Back to the Future is
scheduled for January 30 and 31. For

all the Mel Brooks fans there will be a
Mel Brooks film festival February 6
and 7. A William Hurt film festival will
be shown February 13 and 14, and
Jagged Edge will be presented on
February 27 and 28. Finally, a Jack
Nicholson film festival will be screened
on March 6 and 7.
The UAH Lecture Series will present
"Vremya: Direct from the USSR" on
February 5. Cabaret will be busy
Winter Quarter presenting comedians

Alex Cole on January 16 and Randy
Levin on February 13.
The big event planned for Winter
Quarter is Homecoming. All
Homecoming events this year will be
put on by SGA and SPC. Homecoming
will kickoff with a huge bonfire on
Thursday, ^-bruary 19, a hockey game
February 2 and a dance featuring the
band "Chevy 6" will be held the 21st.

Classic beauty found in downtown Huntsville
by Jimmy Steely
features editor
Those people who say that
Huntsville has no classic culture or
beauty were obviously not downtown
on December 30. Every street was lined
with candles placed inside white bags
to give each street a glowing outline. It
was quite a beautiful sight. Everyone

else in Huntsville must have thought We set up a manger m front ot the
so too, because the entire downtown Church and people play the parts, in
area was packed with cars of all types, thirty minute shifts, of Mary, Joseph,
This event has been going on for the shepherds, and the Wise Men. We
several years and has become sort of a even have live animals around the
tradition in Huntsville. The past manger.
couple of years I have become familiar
Under the glow of the candles, the
with the event because the church I elaborate houses downtown seem to
attend has put on a live nativity scene, look their best. Those of you who did

within 10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair

Carol Brittain

UAH graduate
wins recognition
for research payer
Carol Brittain was awarded $300
for her outstanding reserch paper in
the sixth annual Ronald C. Hood
Award for Excellence in Inter
national Economic Relations.
The Alabama Export Council
sponsors the contest and Selects the
top research paper submitted by
graduate and undergraduate
students on international business
and economics.
Brittain, a student in Dr.
Benjamin Graves' International
Management class, graduated last
summer.
She won in the
undergraduate competition.

Special Discounts for
UAH Students.
University students are special
to Opti-World. That's why we
offer any student with a valid
ID 15% off purchases at
Opti-World.
Huntsville's Only 1-Hour,
1-Stop Vision Centex.
.
Only Opti-World offers pro- Ig
fessional eye examination, m
Huntsville's largest selection m
of frames, a complete con- M11
tact lens center, plus an on-^sW
premise lab staffed with lj||pp
skilled technicians. It's all PspT
under one roof so you
/TJ
can walk in and walk out l|fp
with new glasses in just 11||
one hour.
IP55
Satisfaction
I
Guaranteed.
\r
Frames and lenses are
W
guaranteed for one year against
defects in matenals and^^^^
workmanship. In ^0^
addition, if for
Yt
any reason
ma
/
you're not com- m
f^
pletely satisBji
...Jf
tied with the
m0
"
look or feel of mrC)
„
your new glasses,
£ A <
]ust comeback

One Hour Service—
Open7Davs.
A students time is valuable
and class schedules are hec
tic That's why
_
we're open 1 II SEMINATIONS H
days a week /if j|HR9|H
In addition,
our in' IB
store
——i a\—aw-JT

not get to see the activities this year I
suggest that you attend next year.
Hopefully, this will continue for many
years to come. So if you have an
unsentimental type in your house or
room that did not appreciate
Christmas, take him or her downtown
next year to the celebration. I
guarantee it will work on anyone.

Convenient
Location.
We're conveniently located in
The Gallery a half-mile east of
Madison Square Mall, phone
830-9494. We're open
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m8 p.m. and Sunday
MM 1 p.m.-5 p.m. Eye examinations by OptiS, C|\ Care Associates,
J
phone 830-9533.

FITTING

[WOMEN'S WORL1

DESIGNER WORLD
MEN S WORLD
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Never stop improving...

Exponent's new year's resolutions for '87
by Claus R. Martel
associate editor
The Exponent will be striving
harder than ever in '87 to bring UAH
students in all disciplines more timely
and useful news needed for the student
on a tough and stretched schedule who
requires the latest "what, when, where,
how, and whys." Here's a sneak-peek
at some of the stories we're working on:
-Student Activity Fees:

Where Do

They Go?
Kequests submitted to The
Exponent for stories don't go
unanswered. Towards the end of
Fall term, several students
requested The Exponent to
explore where and how student
activity fees go. Some of the
"wheres and hows" might surprise
you ...
-Term Papers for $ale
Can a term paper purchased from

a research house fool some of our
faculty all the time or all of our
faculty some of the time? Don't try
it! Find out why this term.
-Professor Profile
Our successful series continues
this term. Look for your favorite
professor in the The Exponent
every week.
-Drugs on UAH
Every school in the country is
currently waging a battle against
drug use. Find out the extent of the

These are ambitious goals. But we
think the students of UAH deserve
nothing less than the best. We
encourage you to contribute to your
paper. If you have a story suggestion, a
comment about the paper, or just
something to say about UAH, drop by
our office located in the University
Center. If our staff is in the field and
not in the office, write down your
comment, s>.gt .'stion, etc., and drop it
in our mailbox located on the office
door.
But better yet, why not join the
award-winning Exponent staff? We
currently have many positions open.
Exponent staffers not only enjoy the
rewards of working for a school
activity, but enjoy the rewards of
claiming the experience for resume and
student awards purposes. And
Exponent employees earn more now
than ever before. Drop by and fill out
an application.

Ulaus K. Martel serves as temporary editor while The Exponent's editor and chief,
Nancy A. Parker, visits friends in Germany.
photo by Hajin Kim

Editorials

problem at UAH and what's being
done .. .
-Charger Sports
The Exponent is working harder
than ever to bring you the most
current stories and pictures of all
Charger team activitiesX)ur sports
staff is on the road, in the field, on
the court, and on the ice - right
now! set to bring all the action to
you as it happens.
-Feature Stories
We are dedicating our energies this
winter to bring you the feature
stories that you want to read
about.
-Photographs
Our photographers are out on
campus to document The UAH
Experience. We've charged them to
bring you more pictures of the
people making news ana the
people who are behind the
newsmakers ... those who make up
the University of Alabama in
Huntsville: you!

and letters

Ragplonent, lampoon issue, applauded as 'most enjoyable'
EDITOR'S NOTE: This letter was
received last semester and is in
reference to our Ragplonent issue,
published on 12 November 1986, which
was a parody of The Exponent.
As I was working at my desk I
received my weekly copy of The

Exponent. Now I want you to
understand that I always look forward
to reading The Exponent but without
a doubt this latest issue was the most
enjoyable since I started working at
UAH. The front page stories had me
laughing so hard fellow employees

Concerns of students ignored
in favor of indulging editors
body also have not been covered-at
least not in any kind of depth--by The
Exponent.
In the past several months, the UAH
Instead of indulging the editorial
student newspaper has covered a staff's egos by allowing their often
diverse range of topics. Subjects such rambling, fallacy-ridden editorials to
as North Alabama's mosquito take up valuable news space, the editor
problem, male exotic dancers, ghosts would better serve the students by
'haunting' the University Center and concentrating on issues of relevance to
other light-hearted fare have been the student body.
passed on to the student body by The
On the issue of student support for
Exponent's editorial staff as the newspaper, perhaps the editor
'journalism.'
should stop pointing her finger at the
Serious news articles which inform student body for the newspaper's
students of University issues have questionable quality. If at first an
been repeatedly replaced by public organization is not perceived as
relations fluff.
* having integrity and credibility, it isn't
In the past several months, The likely that people will even consider
Exponent has all but ignored the participation in its operation.
SGA, giving only minimal elections
coverage, and inconsistent, after-theSincerely,
fact coverage of the SGA Legislature.
David H. Rogers
Other areas of concern to the student
SGA Legislator
To the editor,

and the future research on truck
drivers.
I just wanted to let you know how
much I enjoy your newspaper and if I
can ever be of assistance to you please

let me know. Continue to keep up the
"Great" work!
Gene Zurowski
Assistant Director

Exponent hot off the presses?
To the editor.
With the beginning of the term, I do
hope The Exponent will be
distributed earlier that it was during
the fall term. I am a student who takes
morning Monday/Wednesday/Friday
classes. With only one campus
newspaper, I would really appreciate
having hot news instead of old news.
With the University Center,

especially the cafeteria, having a huge
lunch crowd, I would think the readers
and advertisers would appreciate
having the news during lunch.
I know I am not alone in this matter.
Many students on campus face the
same problem. What ever happen to
"hot off the presses."
Signed,
Concerned Student

Letter Policy
The Exponent invites concise letters to the editor. As
always, the Exponent reserves the right to edit lengthy
letters. The Exponent does not correct grammatical errors.
Letters to the editor must be typed, double-spaced and
signed.
The writer's address, phone number and student number
should also be included. In certain circumstances, the
Exponent will withhold writers' names from publication,
but all letters to the editor must be signed in order to be
considered for publication in the Exponent.
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UAH speaks out on the issues
Q: Do you think students with AIDS
should be barred from the classroom?

by Judith Baer
features reporter

photos by Hajin Kim

D. Bryan Walker, 21
Junior

Said tiiiam, 28
Graduate
•
Chemistry

Comp. Science Math
Sandt Lang, 28
Freshman
Computer Science

A: "I think they should not be
barred because the persons are
not at fault necessarily if they
have AIDS, since it can be
transferred in ways other than
sex. I believe students are safe
and the victims should not be
deprived of an education."

v

A: ''No, it's just iike barring any
other disease.
It's just like
cancer, you can't get it from a
pencil or a chair in the
classroom.''

First step taken toward
preventing lung ailment
The disease strikes suddenly,
unexpectedly, and is often fatal, but
the public is largely unaware of adult
respiratory distress syndrome, or
ARDS.
Yet an estimated 150,000
Americans are stricken annually with
this lung condition, which has a
staggering 50-to-60 percent mortality
rate.
Usually occurring among patients
recovering from severe injuries or
infections, there is still no specific
treatment for ARDS, according to the
American Lung Association.
ARDS used to be called Da Nang
lung because during the Viet Nam
War so many American soldiers
developed the ailment while they were
being treated for wounds.
The
condition causes inflammation of lung
tissue with an accompanying buildup
of fluid in the lungs. It is hoped that a
newly developed early-detection

\C©

,es

method will aid the discovery of
measures to prevent the disease.
Richard J. Maunder, M.D., who
presented this new detection method at
the 1985 annual meeting of the
American Lung Association, reported
he successfully predicted the onset of
ARDS in 85 percent of patients studied
who subsequently developed the
disease.
"The method we have developed for
prediction of ARDS," said Maunder,
"takes into statistical account a
selected group of cinical risk factors,
such as overwhelming infection,
multiple blood transfusions, and
multiple fractures."
Maunder called the accurate
identification of patients at risk of
ARDS "an important first
step"
toward finding methods for preventing
the condition.

,

- '
'

J

At "No, I think they should be
dismissed. Maybe it's not their
fault, but they still should be
dismissed."

t he

a t u/i ci Q Q ,3 n c .

SCHOO L O F COSM ETOLOG Y ARTS
4294 University Drive
Huntsville, Alabama 35805
Phone(205)830-1570

NATIONALLY ACCREDITED!

Haircuts - $5.00
Perms - 25.00

Hou rs - Mon- F ri

^

cuts, style included

9:30-6:00

Wal k- Ins Welcome!

i

(Next to Blue Hawaii Restaurant)

S.H.E. CENTER

kinko's
Great coptes.Great people.

* family planning * counseling
* pap smears * pelvic/breast exams
* sexually transmitted disease testing (STD's)
* education * public speakers

VP

WE WORK AS LATE AS YOU DO
Open early, Open late, Open 7 days
Hours:
Mon - Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:30am - 9:00pm
7:30am - 8:00pm
9:00am - 5:00pm
1:00pm - 5:00pm

3014 University Dr. NW

534-6203

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER
* pregnancy testing * option counseling
* 1st trimester abortions
* reproductive health care services/referrals
* All services confidential
Office hrs: 8am-5pm (Mon-Sat)
Phone info until 8pm
131 Longwood Dr. Huntsville
533-9228

^
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Brown makes most of second chance
by Rick Mould
for The Exponent
It's been said only two things in life
are certain - death and taxes.
Mark Brown isn't directly easing the
tax burden each of shares, but he is
saving time and money for the
Madison County tax collector's office.
Brown has been an important cog in
the daily ongoings of tax collector,
Tommy Ragland's, office for the past
three months as part of an internship
through the University of Alabama in
Huntsville. The UAH junior, a
management information systems
major, has put together a computer
program that has changed semi
monthly reports from a burdensome
task into the push of a few buttons.
"This report normallv takes about
an hour to do," said Brown. "Now the

program pulls the records for the 15
days and puts the figures together."
The bi-monthly report is a
compilation of various taxes collected.
The amounts can range into the
millions of dollars depending on the
time of the year. Once tabulated, the
report is sent to state revenue offices in
Montgomery.
Writing the program took about four
weeks, said Brown. Taking the
information previously done by hand,
Brown developed a program that
would provide a much quicker print-out
of the same information. The program
contains several algebraic expressions
which are the language used by the
computer to retrieve the tax figures.
"I just had to start from block one,"
said Brown. "I feel like I've done
something helpful."
Much like beginning the computer

program, Brown has rebuilt his life rather difficult year and has certainly
from a serious traffic accident he was
been a confidence booster. "It has
involved in just over a year ago. The made me realize that someone can
brightness of the headlights is the last present me with a problem and let me
thing he remembers.
do the rest," he said.
The head-on collision with a drunk
Brown switched his major to
driver the day after Thanksgiving left Management Information Systems
him with several broken ribs,
just a few months before his accident
lacerations to his face and damage to His major, internship and his work as
this right eye. He was forced to sit out assistant manager at the Athletic Attic
last year's winter quarter at UAH.
has helped him narrow his career
"My seat belt saved my life," he said. choices.
The accident has meant changes,
"It (the internship) has helped me
and the rehabilitation continues. In decide if thisis something I really want
fact. Brown underwent plastic surgery
to do," said Brown. "When you realize
again this fall to hide scars around his
you have to work 30 years, you need to
eyes.
do something you enjoy. I've found
"After the accident I felt like I'd been something I enjoy."
given a second chance and I believe I'd
better use it," he said.
The internship has been a bright
spot in what has otherwise been a

Sunny's plea: sounds of silence
Editor's note: The following was submitted by Jack
Kephart for a f ellow classmate who wishes to remain
anonymous. The opinions contained herein are not
necessarily those of The Exponent staff.
by sunny
i went to the library the other day to study and get
some work done on a major paper for one of my
classes, instead of working, i spent an hour trying to
avoid a woman with three very noisy kids and a
group of freshmen (their clothing gave them away)
who obviously know nothing about consideration for
others, their shrieks of laughter echoed throughout
the entire second floor (both phases) of the library,
needless to say, i made no progress on my paper or
the studying i needed to do for class that night.
desperately seeking the sound of silence, i fled to
the union building foolishly thinking i might find a
quiet room where i could pursue my academic
advancement, how wrong i was! this time it was loud
rock music on the stereo system and hords of greek
geeks that kept me from productive work, (but
gosh,those cliquish nerds are loud, they could wake
the dead with their loud voices and yelling.)
the cafeteria! they won't follow me in there, (i've
heard it's not socially acceptable for them to be seen
eating school food.) this location was good for about
ten minutes - until the spragins hall jocks arrived on
the scene, three jocks(male or female) can make more
noise than a romper room full of preschoolers, the
decibles they put out are incredible! (they must get
some kind of ego boost out of drowning out other
conversations in the cafeteria with their own, or
maybe they just don't know how to talk outside the
echoing walls of a gym.) anyway, they effectively put

an end toall conversations and study possibilities for
anyone within a hundred yards of the dining room.
so, it's on to the lower levels of the union in search
of a quiet room where i can concentrate on my books,
instead of concentrating on concentrating, the gods
of study were not with me. all of the meeting rooms on
the back side of the building were locked, (i thought
that building was there for the students to use!)
rather than waste another hour trying to find the
person with the key and the authority to open one
of those precious, silent rooms, i ran to my car and
zipped down to the duck pond, i found a facsimile of
the silence i was so desperately seeking, but the price
was dear.
i would up sitting in my car straining to read the
material i needed for class (the overhead light is
nonfunctional in my great american-made auto)
using the inadequate light provided by the street
lamp across the road, but peace was not meant for
me! twenty short minutes after i settled into my
peaceful but eye straining studies, i was approached
by a jogger wanting to know the time, i answered his
question and returned to my books; word of my kind
deed must have spread, for soon most every jogger
passing my car was glancing at the clock radio or
stopping to ask me the time.
arrrrggggghhhhh! what a nightmare! is there no
peace and quiet to be found on this campus? uah is
(reputedly) an institution of higher learning
(whatever that means these days), but how can
students learn if they can't find a quiet place to
study?
i've attended several "institutions of higher
learning" in pursuit of that elusive degree, and none
of them made studying as difficult as uah does, most
of them actually try to make the campus conducive to

OHLY60 SEMESTER
CREDIT HOURS
NEEDED FOR OCS.
If you have 60 accredited semester hours, and can achieve a
high score in a special aptitude test, you could be just 22 weeks
from earning the gold bais of a second lieutenant in the Army
Reserve. And ready to take on your first Reserve leadership assign
ment.
Qualify, and you'll attend an 8-week Basic Training Course,
then go on to a 14-week Officer Candidate School (OCS) which
will challenge you both mentally and physically. When you gradu
ate, you'll receive your commission as an officer in the Army
Reserve, and continue training in a branch Officer Basic Course.
Then you II return home to serve in a nearby Reserve unit—usually
one weekend a month and two weeks annual training.
It's a great opportunity to gain the skills and begin the practice
of the kind of leadership and management prized so highly by civil
ian employers.
You need not have completed your degree, just have 60 semes
ter hours and a lot of ability and confidence, to qualify.
If you're interested in OCS, call:

35mm
Prints and Slides
from the same roil
Kodak M P film... Eastman Kodak's
professional motion plcture(MP) lilm now
adapted tor still use in 35mm cameras by
Seattle FilmWorks. Enjoymicro-tine grain
and rich color saturation. Shoot in low or
bright light from 200 ASA upto 1200ASA.
Get the option of prints or slides, or both,
Irom the same roll.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

• RUSH metwo20-exposurerollsofyour
leading KODAK MP lilm—Kodak 5247*
(200 ASA). Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like to be
able to get color prints or slides (or both)
Irom the same roll ol this quality lilm.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Mail to Seattle FilmWorks
onno
P.O. Bo* C-34056
45000
Seattle, WA 98124
•1984 Seattle F.lntABrta

Umt ol 2 rolls per customer

studying, as well as social interaction.
the unions were places for social interaction and
studying, they usually had large open rooms for
socializing, and smaller rooms that could be reserved
by study groups for designated periods of time,
single-student study cubicles equipped with a built-in
radio/cassette player and headphones were
available to those students wanting to study with
music, (these facilities were generally used by that
portion of the student body desiring food and drink,
as well as music, while seeking to grasp the meaning
in the profound words uttered by a professor.)
libraries in which i have had the pleasure of
rummaging through were of an entirely different
breed that the ever-too-hot building at uah. they were
designed for private study as well as group cram
sessions, most of them contained numerous cubicles,
and each was a separate unit - meaning you didn't
have to listen to your neighbor tapping a pencil on
the desk because there was a wall between the two
cubicles, each desk was equipped with a lamp to
make reading easier, as well as a door for privacy
during intense study/research sessions, the larger
rooms, for group cram sessions, were much like the
room on the third floor of the uah library, only more
numerous.
these libraries did not allow unruly children of
thoughtless students within their quiet halls, they
were buildings geared for the pursuit of knowledge,
and their silence was revered by those within,
boisterous idiots were not tolerated, either, the
presence of a library staff member at an
information/catalog desk on each floor ensured that
the rules were observed, (yes, imagine having access
to a computerized listing of all sources in the library
right at your fingertips
- or the fingertips
of the
library staff! amazing! what a novel idea, uah - get
with the ballgame!)
are you slobbering with envy? if not, you should be.
those campuses were grand, and i must say i learned
more in a few months at some of those places that i
have in seven years at uah. so why did i leave?
because most of those campuses were smaller than
uah, and they did not offer degrees in my areas of
interest, believe me, if i had my druthers i'd be back at
one of those friendly little places where you could
always find a quiet place to study, where a soda and a
snack were ok, because you were trusted as an adult,
learning was high priority, and the sound of silence
was revered, (simon & garfunkle, how right you
were!)

Exponent deadlines
announced
All letters to the editor, announcements,
advertisements, or other material for publication in
The Exponent should be submitted to The
Exponent office no later than 5:30 p.m. on Friday
before publication the following Wednesday.
Articles, announcements, and letters to the editor
MUST be typed and have all available information
plus a point of contact included.

Sgt. Kirby
539-7431

ARMY RESERVE.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

The Exponent Schedule for Winter
Quarter 1987: January 7, 14, 21 28'
February 4,11,18,25; and March 4 and
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Over the holidays, The Exponent
accumulated a number of Bloom
County comic strips. In an effort to
bring you up to date, we offer the
following. When we last left our heroes,
Steve Dallas and friends were forming
DEATHTONG UE. . .
OPUS, RAYING IIVP BANPNAMEP
"PEATHTDNGUE" WITH SONGS
UKE "SNAIL SNOT FROM SATAN"
JSPUMB.

y

you

INSULT
MY ART.

YOUR LEAVING UNTIL
i peape TO LET YOU
COME RACK ANP BEG
MY FORGIVENESS.

-me POOR IS
THATAVJAY,
,
MR ART CRITIC /
LEAVE *
WHY T

I've SOT 10 KNOW THIS SONS BY
WONPAY... HOW CANT PPT MY
HEART INTO A SENSITIVE MELOPic STARERNENT WHAN m/n
VEKY HEART IS IN TURMOIL WITH
LOLA T 1-..I

. MUST TRY.
KFORTHE
\ SAKE OF
ART..

SOUNPS IFFY.
CAN I HAVE
MY ROY
ORB!SON'
TAPES BACK?

JJ

tmb M

*

DIM,
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BLOOM COUNTY
THE PREAPFUL SOUNP MS COMING
FROM TUB BOARPTNB HOUSE.
ROSEBUP SUSPECTEP THE AREA
TO BE UNPER ATTACK BY
HOTTENTOTS.WHICH
BASSELOPES ARE WONT
TO THINK- _
*

BUT NO, IT PJA5 STEVE'S NEW
ROCK GROUP, FRESH FROM LAST.
WEEKS AUPITION. LORP, THOUGHT
ROSEBUP... ANP THERE, BUT

by Berke Breathed

1mm

BE/NO OF FRAGILE HEARING,
ROSEBUP RETREATEP ANP STENT
THE REST OF THE PAY IN REFOSE
UNPER A WILLOW. REAPING
LITERATURE OF SOME NOTE...
THE TWO TURNIPS STUCK/O R~.
IN HIS EARS MAKING
^))
BUT 0NLV\7\ /

-DV~S24

fill

UH...MAY I SEE OUR
LKPRU/MER ANP TUBA
-J
FLAYER UP HERE... NOW. 'Z

I PONT S'POSE EITHER
OF YOU WOULP KNOW WHO'S
BEEN MESSING WITH THE

"LEPER LOVER,
CREATURE OF THE PARK.
PRIP YOUR P/SEASE.

...GEORGE BUSH
IS A TWINKIE."
PARN
HE PIP
MY
IT.
SOCIAL
' CONSCIENCE.

:
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BLOOM COUNTY
wee mMMeti
ANP IIQUOR."

HOLY
HOPRIN'

HIPPOSA
<TP>

mHorremft
MewmN6>

weu.Now/ms.muoLA

ASKEP IF i WOULP srr

J

OPUS,
MRS. GRANOLA SAYS
YOU'RE A MUSICIANIS WAT ONE OF
YOUR LITTLE
SONGS WERE ?

\

WELL, TIME TO bETPACK
TO THE a 'PARISH. IT
WAS NICE VISmN6 WITH
YOU, SON.

MRS GRANOLA.'

UKB MET

I PONT KNOW.
BUT REV. WUPMON
poes LIKE YOU.
He's oursrn

TELUNG HER
RIGHT NOW.

i

1PROFPEP
BY FOP A
SHORT P
VISIT.
-

NOW OPUS...peep
POWN, HOW PO YOU
FEEL ABOUT MARRYING
WIS LOVELY 6/RL T

UN
IT'S JUST
THE CHORUS.
A SHORT
REFRAIN,
ACTUALLY...

MAY1?

PONT TELL MRS. 6RAN0LA.
PUT I ENJOYSP REAP!NO
YOUR ROUSING LITRE
SONbS.
,

LIKEWISE.

WHY
WON'T
YOUR
MOTHER

PIPE POWN,
ROSEBUP... BANP
PRACTICE BROKE
EARLY, WAT'S ALL.

THE HOTTENTOTS.
ARE RUNNING
AMOK IN WE
MUSIC BUSINESS:

,MRS

LOLA! IF YOU PONT AGREE
10 ENP OUR SPAT. I SHALL
PE FORCEP TO PE VERY
FORCEFUL ANP PUT YOU
OVER MY KNEE ANP.,. ER..
ANP... mil, TU. PO
SOMETHtNb
• % , fofceFVL!

POWN WITH YOU KIPS
BEFORE WE Sib PAY
ANP JUST,..CHAT.

by Berke Breathed

WELL/ I
GUESS
YOU'RE
WONPERING
ABOUT THESE-

T BROUGHT
REV.
WTLPMON /
BOTH
OF YOU.

WHY,
PRETTY
GOOP/
PARNEP
600P/

'LET'S GUILLOTINE bRANPPA,
..GUILLOTINE bRANPPA,
..GUILLOTINE bRANPPA,
ANP PUT 6RANPMA IN n=
THE SOUP."
i

A SMALL BIT OF
WISPOM BEFORE I
LEAVE, PEAR BOY.,.

AH... P/5A5TER.. OH.REVERENP.'
PEBACLE...
MY FUTURE F
NAY, SOCIAL
PEMON-IN IAW'y,
CATASTROPHE
ISHERE'
'
OF BIBLICAL
\T
PROPORTIONS...

ANP LOLA, HOW PO
YOU FEEL ABOUT
MAFRYING A SHORT,
WAPPLINb N16HTMARE
OF A BENE POOL.7

NOW. SEE..
IF HEARP IN
CONTEXT...

LEONA/
SOMETHING TO
SUP INTO WE
HYMNS NEXT
SUNPAY! \

CLEARAS/L MESSIAH FROM
WE SHELF " POESN'T
REAUY RHYME WITH
"ZAPP/Nb ZTTS FROM HERE
gpfr. TO HELL!'

THANKS!

SHE THINKS
I MAKE TOO
UTTLE MONEY.

NO, SHE
OOESNT

RIGHT!

IBEL0NG1V
WE WRONG
COUNTRY CLUE.

F/EE/RSFIV
MNEEZTT

FISH /Q
STMIMQ

NOW.
LEON A.
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by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
WHERE'S
STEVE.
HOPGEROPGEP

IN LOS ANGELES
WITH BILL,TRYING
10 INTEREST A
PECOPP COMPANY.

NOV, BESIPES BRING THE HEAPS
OFF ROAPIES - - WHICH / UKE/WHAT ELSE IS YOUR ACT ?
..THE VISUAL HOOK... GO ON...
BLIME A SAMPLE...

INTEREST
IHETA IN
WHAT ?

THE MUSIC
0F

PEYTTHTCNBUE:

SAY.'-THIS IS (OOP/
OH, THE KIPS MU,
EAT THIS VP.' WERE
GONNA SEU. RECORDS1.

MR
BUTIHATMUSC
WORRY..
GIVES PEOPLE
THEY'VE
INTESTINAL
GOT AN ACE CRAMPS.
IN-THE-HOLE

/
I

M.CATT. WHEN STEVE HERE
TELLS ME THAT YOU'RE PRONE 10
MM THE HEAP OFF A UVE
ROAPIE ON STAGE, I SAY
10 MYSELF, • CDVE,
~^R
THIS15PAMNEP (FF\ »XJ
E X C I T I N G . O

y&IH/

FtAllfiVM!
cetmFfep!
160T6C0SE

BL6AHCK'
RI6HT'

BUMPS//

X EHf

GET A
RECORP
CONTRACT7

OKAYOSBOVRNE...
PEEP BREATH„. OUT IN...
COURAGE... THERES
A NICE SPOT OF HOT TEA
WAITING BACK AT THE.
'HOUPAY INN"... _^KN

MR PALLAS.
IT'S YOUR
CAT...

fmm mem
BmmoH &ACH
3eASTAKUm)&M

1HANK
GUITAR
<2

pubmrrtm.

YOUR... SKINNY
CAT.

WHAT
ABOUT
HITAP

SIR..THE COMMOPES
IN THE BATHROOMS
WORK ON A
VACUUM-FLUSH
SYSTEM-

ANPHE'S
LOSING
NONEEP
TO PANIC./
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Scholarship
applications
available

Environmental science course offered at UAH
Environmental issues are becoming
increasingly important as our world
grows and relies more on industrializa
tion.
To address those concerns, the
University of Alabama in Huntsville
will offer the class, Directed Studies in
Environmental Science. The course
will cover the problems concerning
water quality, air quality and waste
management. It is designed to provide
sufficient explanations of the current
technology to enable present and

future community leaders in
education, government and industry to
plan for the future.
The class will be held Fridays and
Saturdays on January 16-17, February
20-21, and March 20-21 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Dr. Curtis Adams will lead the
course. Cost for graduate students is
$245 and undergraduates $185 for
three semester hours. The course is
offered through the UAH Division of
Continuing Education by the School of
Science and the Johnson Research

UAH hosts doctor/patient relations seminar
"Most patients don't realize the
extent to which they can determine
their relationship with their doctor,"
Dr. Charles W. Smith, Jr. says.
On Tuesday evening, January 20, at
7:30 p.m. ion the UAH Clinics, Dr.
Smith will discuss "Making the
Relationship with Your Doctor Work
for You." His talk will include tips on
negotiating an adequate amount of
time with your doctor, getting all your
questions answered, and what to do
when you and your doctor differ.
Dr. Smith is Acting Dean and Chief
of Family Medicine Programs at the

UAH School of Primary Medical Care.
His January 20 seminar is a part of the
PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTH
free public lecture series presented
monthly by the School's family
medicine faculty. The seminars are
held in the UAH Medical Clinics
Auditorium across from Huntsville
Hospital. The parking lot and the
auditorium are entered from Gallatin
Street.
Please phone the UAH School of
Primary Medical Care Communica
tions Office, 536-5511, extension 477,
for further information.

Hospice of Huntsville offers
baskets filled with goodies
Hospice of Huntsville will again this
year be offering a Valentine Basket to
be delivered on Friday, February 13, or
Saturday, February 14, 1987. This
delicious basket will include a bottle of
red or white wine or sparkling grape
juice (your choice), a beef log, loaf of
French bread, chunk of Cheddar
cheese, Red Delicious apples, jar of
tangy mustard, packages of nuts, afterdinner mints, and candies.
As a special treat, coupons for
"getaway weekends" at local hotels
and motels and restaurant dinners will

be placed at random in many baskets.
Cost of the basket is $25.00. Proceeds
from basket sales are used for the care
and support of patients with terminal
illnesses and their families.
In mid-January, invitations will be
mailed to individuals who ordered
baskets or made donations to Hospice
last year. If you are not on Hospice's
mailing list but would like more
information about this basket or if you
would like to make a donation, please
call 536-4294.

Alpha Lambda Delta to award
14 graduate fellowships

Center.
In conjunction with the class on
January 16, the public is invited to
attend free of charge a "Take Pride in
America" program. The meeting will
be held from 7 to 9:30 p.m. in Room 131
at the UAH Student Center. The
meeting will focus on water quality
and will include an open discussion on
local issues.
For further information about the
course and the public meeting call
Helen Dunnavent at 1-800-228-5897.

Intramural
registration
extended
The registration deadline for
intramural basketball has been
extended until January 13,1987. If you
would like to register a team in the
league come by Spragins Hall or call
895-6144 and ask for Eric Ward or
David Glassman. All UAH students,
faculty, staff and alumni areeligible to
participate. League play will begin on
Sunday, December 18.

Mirecourt Trio
to perform classics
Jan. 29 at UAH
The internationally acclaimed
Mirecourt Trio will perform Thursday,
January 29, at 8:15 p.m. in the UAH
Recital Hall.
Music of Beethoven, Mozart, and
Schumann will be featured.
For
information, call 895-6436.

Scholarship applications are
available for the Linly Heflin Unit
Scholarships for Women. Scholarship
amounts range from $750 to $1250 per
year. Minimum ACT requirement is 18.
Applications are available in the
Financial Aid Office, 124 University
Center. Application deadline is
February 21, 1987.

*****The last day to
withdraw and be
entitled to a tuition
and housing refund
is January 16th*****

Japanese club plans
meeting in deli room
by Gloria Jeskie
.staff reporter

The UAH Japanese Club will meet
informally on Wednesday, Jan. 7, from
12:30 until 2 p.m. in the Deli Room of
the University Center.
There will be a movie shown on Jan.
21 in the tiered room ( room 131). The
title of the movie will be announced at
the Wednesday meeting.
All Japanese language students and
any interested students may attend
this meeting. Call Harriet Hays at 7763940 for more information.

The Exponent
The University of Alabama in Huntsville student newspaper

For the 1986-87 academic year the National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta
will award the following fellowships for graduate study:
-The Alice Crocker Lloyd Fellowship
-The Adele Hagner Stamp Fellowship
-The Maria Leonard Fellowship
-The Kathryn Sisson Phillips Fellowship
-The Christine Yerges Conaway Fellowship
-The May August-" Brunson Fellowship
-The Fiftieth An.-.versary Miriam A. Shelden Fellowship
-The Gladys Pennington Houser Fellowship
-The Katharine Cooper Cater Fellowship
-The Margaret Louise Cuninggim Fellowship
-The Maude Lee Etheredge Fellowship
-The Gladys Colette Bell Fellowship
•
-The Mary Jane Stevenson Fellowship
-The Sixtieth Anniversary Student-Endowed Fellowship.
The amount of each fellowship is $3000.
Any MEMBER of Alpha Lambda Delta who was graduated with a
cumulative average of Alpha Lambda Delta initiation standard is eligible.
Graduating seniors may apply if they have achieved this average to the end of
the first semester (or first quarter) of this year.
Applicants will be judged on scholastic record, recommendations, the
soundness of their stated project and purpose, and need.
Application blanks and information may be obtained from Dr. Liza Davis,
UAH Department of English,(895-6320).
The application form must be completed by the applicant and received by
January 15,1987, at the National Headquarters of Alpha Lambda Delta at the
following address: National Alpha Lambda Delta, P.O. Box 88, Muncie,
Indiana, 47305.
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Students build houses for the poor

University of Alabama students building houses with Habitat for Humanity in
Americus, Georgia are, kneeling (1-r) Mischelle Nelson, Nancy Byrd, Rob
r ranklin, Maya Iaoh; rear, Paige Edwards, Ben Ondrak, Becky Breeding, David
Bittle.

Eight members of the University of
Alabama's Baptist Student Union
recently spent a few days building
homes for the poor with Habitat for
Humanity. Volunteering were Nancy
Byrd, a Biomedical Engineering
Graduate student; seniors Mischelle
Nelson (Education) and Paige
Edwards (Math and Computer
Science); juniors Becky Breeding
(Electrical Engineering) and David
Bittle (Mechanical Engineering); and
sophomores Ben Ondrak (Business)
and Rob Franklin (Music). The
students worked hard painting,
staining and mudding walls at
Habitat's International Headquarters
in Americus, Georgia.
Habitat for Humanity is a non
profit, ecumenical Christian housing
ministry. It works in partnership with
the poor throughout the world to help
them build decent homes. Habitat
builds homes using mostly volunteer
labor. There homes are sold at no
profit, with a no interest mortgage
repaid over 15 to 25 years. Mortgage
payments are put into a Fund for
Humanity, and recycled to build more
homes. The poor families are

considered partners in this effort, and
must participate in the construction of
their homes.
Every December, the Baptist
Student Union sponsors Christian
service projects in its Fun In Doin for
Others (FIDO) program. This year, the
students chose to return to Habitat for
the second year. "This is such a
worthwhile cause. I was really
interested in coming back again,"
explains Nancy Byrd.
David Bittle describes the impact of
the program, "I like the idea of sweat
equity. You can see that people
obviously care very much for their
homes."
Habitat for Humanity, currently
celebrating its ten-year anniversary,
has grown to 171 affiliate projects in
the U.S. and Canada, and 34 sponsored
projects in 17 other countries. Alabama
has one Habitat project, located in
Florence.
For more information about this
exciting ministry, contact Habitat for
Humanity, Habitat and Church
Streets, Americus, Georgia 31709, (912)
924-6935.

Campus tree forecast: sunny
Editor's note: The following was submitted by Jack
Kephart for a fellow classmate who wishes to remain
anonymous. The opinions contained herein are not
necessarily those of The Exponent.
by sunny
have you ever wondered what this university has
against trees? i have, people ooooo and aaaah over
tree-lined roads, shaded lawns, and large trees
surrounding buildings, why? because the trees give
these places a peaceful, rustic look that's appealing
to the eye. and the mind's need for relaxation during
an information packed day.
so why doesn't this campus have tree lined parking
lots, roads, and sidewalks? who knows, the great
avocado god is probably the only being that has the

answer to that question, if you would like to see more
trees on this campus, and perhaps a gazebo or two
scattered on the vast lawns of this large university,
write to your student government association, the
university president, and anyone else you can think
of who might have some influence in this area.
personally, i find great satisfaction in coming out
to my car on a scorching hot day and knowing that it
will be a lot cooler because it was parked under the
shade of a large tree planted in the median between
rows of parking spaces, (trees are also great at
keeping rain off of you while you struggle to open
your car door without dropping any of those precious
books.)
in the fall, their gorgeous colors are a magnificent
sight to behold after two hours of creamy yellow
walls in a stuffy building, the flaming colors in the

ia

leaves that adorn such trees are a refreshing sight to
me. sometimes, just looking at such a sight is all i
need to gear me up for my next two hour lecture in
another room with creamy yellow or too white walls.
think of this, too. in the spring and summer, those
trees provide the ideal spot for a nice picnic lunch or
an outdoor class, (sounds enticing, hmmm?) i don't
know about the rest of the student body, but i
personally get more out of an outdoor class during
the spring because i'm not dreamily gazing out the
window wishing the class were outside.
if you'd like to see the university put your hard
earned dollars toward a good cause, write them and
request they plant more trees around the campus,
and perhaps a gazebo or two while they're at it.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Excellence at a Price You Can Afford
HP-41CV
List Price...$175.00

HP-41CX
List Price...$249.00

UAH Bookstore
Price...$133.33

UAH Bookstore
Price...$186.36

Sale Good Through January 31

UAH University Bookstore
Mon 9-6
Tue-Fri 9-5

895-6600
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Perkins' integrity: slim pickins'
by Kelly Baldwin
sports writer

soon.)
Dallas Cowboys' head coach Tom
Landry-"I hereby resolve not to cuss
on the sidelines so *!$& much."
(Rumor has it that he now steps onto
the field before he says anything.)

Before I begin my column, I have a
bone to pick with everyone. How come
nobody sent me any Thanksgiving
turkey in the hospital? I was really
counting on y'all and let's face it, you
let me down. Was this revenge for my
prediction that Alabama would beat
Auburn? Come on now, it wasn't
meant as a cut against Auburn fans,
honest. (But this is--Why do Auburn
dogs have flat faces? Because they
chase parked cars.)
I have received some very interesting
New Year's Resolutions from a reliable
source (Hint: he replaced UGA as the
Georgia mascot), and for the first time
in print, these resolutions will baffle

Miami Hurricanes' QB Vinnie
Testaverde-'T hereby resolve to try to
see if the NCAA will extend a
player's eligibility to 5 years."
(Rumor has it that Vinnie has a
secret fear of having to play for the
Colts if drafted this year.)
Bama QB Mike Shula-"I hereby
resolve not to throw any more
interceptions." (At first glance, this
would seem to be a gimmick to try to

have heard on why he reallyleft Bama.
If any of you have heard any other
rumors besides the ones below, write
them down and send them to me at The
Exponent. If they're good, I will try to
bribe the editor to okay them for the
next newspaper in my column. (Note:
Our editor is a Bama fan, so keep that
in mind when you're repeating the
rumors.)
1. Rumor has it that Perkins was
mugged when he went with players to
Ciudad Juarez before the Sun Bowl. It
is believed that he was brainwashed by
the muggers into believing the Bucs'
offer was desirable.
2. Rumor has it that Perkins will be
holding a nigh time job in Disney
World. Someone suggested that he will
be dressed as Tweedle-dum.

BAMAGATE!!
"I hereby resolve to
stay with the Tide. . /
-—Ray Perkins
and amaze the public (or maybe
provide incentive for you to use this
column to line your hamster cage
with):
Ex-Bama head coach Ray Perkins-'T
hereby resolve to stay with theTide. I
don't know anything about an offer
from the Bucs. I also resolve not to
think so much about money this
year." (Well, Ray, I think you blew
that one. We'll be listening for your
resolutions for 1988 next year for a
good laugh.)
Chicago Bears' QB Jim McMahon-"I
resolve to grow my hair out and eat
generic mayonnaise." (I don't know
about ya'll, but after the fit he
pitched on TV about running out of
his Mayonnaise, I don't expect to see
him eating Kroger brands any time

be picked by a good NFL team.
3. Rumor has it that Perkins
Actually, he won't have to throw a overheard someone say that Busch
football again, because his father Gardens always serves free beer.
4. One source says that Perkins
offered him a job as the first Miami
D o l p h i n s m a l e c h e e r l e a d e r , really moved to Tampa to get a better
according to my source.)
view of the next space shuttle lift-off.
5. Another source says that Perkins
LSU QB Jeff Wickersham—"I is really an undercover CIA agent and
hereby resolve not to be shown up by Casey wants him in Tampa to check
a freshman again." (This one he will out the coffee smuggling.
keep. That freshman will be a
6. Rumor has it that he was
sophomore next year.)
inconsolably upset when he caught the
Bama defensive line selling cheap
Georgia's retired mascot UGA- light bulbs on the streets after curfew.
"Ruff, Ruff!"
(The least they could have done was to
cut him in.)
After all of these resolutions, I got to ' 7. Someone suggested that his wife
thinking on why Ray Perkins would wanted a suntan all year-round.
8. Onesource actually suggested that
possibly want to leave Alabama. It
couldn't be the money (it's only a he went because of the money! (NAW!!
$250,000 per year raise!). So I asked a Couldn't be!)
few people who told me the rumors they Rumors, anyone?

Aliiiinimiiniiiinmum
American Independent Productions from
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA
announces a nationwide

t» TALENT SEARCH
to cast the soon-to-be-fiimed
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE

TWO LOCAL WINNERS
from each city-one for BEAUTY and one for DANCE
will be awarded
Roles in the movie and flown to HOLLYWOOD!

North Alabama
This talent search will take place EXCLUSIVELY at:

Pfiush "Sonse

883-8883

10:00pm
BEAI/IY:

DANCE:
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EVERYONE WELCOME!
• Join the FUN and EXCITEMENT •
Come watch beautiful models and talented dancers compete at a chance for stardom

CLASSIFIEDS
$1,000 MONTHLY working at
home! Self-addressed, stamped
envelope: Rosemary Productions,
Dept. Q, 804 Old Thorsby Road,
Clanton, Alabama 35045.

END MONEY worries! Homeworkers needed!: Success, Drawer
389, Clanton, Alabama 35045.
Enclose envelope!

PREGNANT
Need Help?
Call Pregnancy Hotline
533-3526

TERM PAPERS and
Word Processing
...discount prices...
WORD BROKER at
852-4624
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letters from home! Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope for
information/application. Associates,
Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ 07204
Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential.
131 Longwood Dr. 533-9228. Office hrs:
8-5, Mon-SaL Phone info until 8pm.

CLASS'ADS
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Charger hockey team splits with Merrimack
by Hajin Kim
staff writer
In the first game of the new year,
Merrimack handed UAH a 6-1 loss last
Friday. Merrimack started with a
quick goal by Chris Ouellette at 2:09 in
the first period.
Merrimack went on to score 2 more
goals before UAH finally put the puck
past Merrimack's goalie Jim Hrivnak
with 5:43leftin the second period.John
Jones was credited with the goal with
an assist from Mike Finn. That made
the score 3-1.
But Merrimack came back with a
power play goal with 0:31 left in the
second period to put the game away.
All the scoring in the third period
was done by Merrimack's Richard
Pion who scored two insurance goals to
make the final score 6-1.
Although UAH missed somescoring
opportunities, Merrimack out-played
and out-skated the Chargers, who
played better than what the score
might indicate,.
On Saturday night, UAH came out

charging, with Sloan, Wallenstein,
and O'Conner scoring the first 3 goals.
The game seemed under control, but
Merrimack came back proving
themselves worthy of their 11-3 record.
In the second period, they scored 4
goals against Chris Parsons, who was
able to keep them off the scoreboard in
the first period, even though UAH was
out-shot 16-6.
Merrimack took the 4-3 lead into the
third period, hut the lead did not last
long as the Chargers came out scoring
at 0:59 into the period. The goal by T.
Keller tied the game up, and at 2:31 of
the period R. Sloan scored to give UAH
a 5-4 lead. •
From that point on the pace picked
up with the game turning more
physical. The penalty boxes filled up
with players exchanging New Year's
greetings on the ice.
UAH was able to put the game away
with M. Lobes' goal with 5:21 left in the
game, which gave UAH a 6-4 win and a
split of the series.
The win lifted UAH to 9-5 for the
season,

Charger hockey team improves record over holidays
by Tammy Gregg
sports editor
The UAH Chargers are now 9-5 for
the season after winning three of their

four December games.
On December 5 the Chargers lost to
North Dakota State University 4-2 in a
home game, but came back the next

night to beat North Dakota 4-2. That
win fired the UAH team up for their
next big challenge-the University of
Notre Dame.

• 1986-87 UAH Charger schedule to be broadcast live over WAAY-radio
DAY

DATE

H Thurs.
|
Sat.
"5 Mon.
!

I
{
'
I
{
J
I
•
I

£!•
Fn.
Sat.
Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Mon.
Mon.
Fri.
Sat.
Schedule subject to change

GAME

WHERE

SPORT

UAH at Jacksonville State
UAH at North Alabama
Birmingham Southern at UAH
Iowa State at UAH
Michigan-Dearborn at UAH
Athens State at UAH
Columbus at UAH
UAH at Air Force
UAH at Athens State
Alabama A&M at UAH
Auburn-Montgomery at UAH
UAH in Alabama Face-Off
UAH in Alabama Face-Off

Jacksonville State
Florence
Spragins Hall
VBCC
VBCC
Spragins Hall
Spragins Hall
Colorado Springs
Athens State •
Spragins Hall
Spragins Hall
VBCC
VBCC

Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Hockey
Hockey
Basketball
Basketball
Hockey
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Hockey
Hockey

*VBCC denote- Von Braun Civic Center

TIME

UAH had never defeated the Notre
Dame hockey team on the Irish turf at
South Bend, Indiana but did this
season with ease. The Chargers skated
by the 'Fighting Irish' 4-0 and 6-3
December 12 and 13.
"I was real pleased with the win,"
said UAH coach Doug Ross. "We
played more consistently on defense
than we had in our first ten games and
are playing a better style of hockey."
Goalie Chris Parsons stopped 50 of
53 Notre Dame shots in the second
game. "Chris made the difference,"
said UAH assistant coach Kevin
Monaco. "He had some big saves early
in the game."
"Mike O'Conner, Mike Lobes and
Tim Keller each scored two goals over
the 'Double Irish Sweeps' weekend,
while Randy Carey, Richard Sloan,
Jon Jones, and Mike Fairbanks each
scored one goal.

HOCHEV
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Charger basketball teams busy over break
by Tammy Gregg
sports editor
The UAH Charger Basketball team
fell on some hard times over the past
month, ending December with a 5-8
record.
Troy State University trounced the
Chargers December 1 and December 7
97-84 and 111-96, respectively. Troy
State is the Gulf South Conference
favorite and the UAH losses came soon
after the Chargers lost starting center
Chris Wood to an ankle injury.
UAH bounced back to beat
Jacksonville State University 78-76 at

home on the 9th, beating a four-game
losing streak. UAH basketball coach
Jim Krause said, "I thought we grew
up and became a team tonight. We
haven't had a lot of luck with GSC
teams, but now I feel real good . .
The Chargers lost to the University
of Tennessee at Martin 72- 61 on the
15th, after having a one point halftime
lead.
The UAH team began a swing of
California soon before Christmas,
pulling a victory over the Cal Poly
State University Mustangs. UAH's
Ronald McCrary averaged 21 points
and 10 rebounds per game, and led his
team to a 56-54 victory, breaking

another four-game losing streak.
Rickey Barrettycored 20 points and
Dave McCracken' 10 for the Chargers.
Two West Coast teams, the
University of California at Riverside
and California State at Northridge,
didn't prove to be so easy for the

Chargers. UAH lost to Riverside 70-64
and to Northridge 83-67.
The next home Charger basketball
game will be against Birmingham
Southern College January 19,8:00 p.m.
at Spragins Hall.

Charger teams rebounding
by Cindy Rodriguez
sports reporter
It was a close match January 5 for
the Lady Chargers basketball team
against the West Georgia College Lady
Braves. In the first quarter, both teams
were neck and neck with the Lady
Chargers hanging on to the lead 34-33
with only 40 seconds left.
The Lady Chargers, though, were
prepared for a tough match against the
Lady Braves. Less than a month ago,
on December 20, these two teams were
pitted against each other for the first
time in the season. It was also a neck
and neck battle with the Lady Braves
winning on the last-second shot of the
game.
Thus, the Lady Chargers were not
surprised when the Lady Braves began
to dominate during the latter part of
the second quarter.
The Lady
Chargers also got into a little foul
trouble, helping the Braves to a victory
of 91-78.
Dawn Smith, a West Georgia player,
stated that it was a "very close start,

but at half time the coach gave us some
good advice, and that was the turning
point."
Although the Lady Chargers did not
win, one player set two school records
during the game. Annette Fletcher
scored most points in a game with 42,
as well as the most field goals in a
game with 20.
Coach Debbie McBeath commented,
"I thought we played hard
We just
had some crucial mistakes down the
stretch."
On the other hand, the Charger's
men's basketball team received a
victory over Simpson College on
January 5.
The Chargers clearly took control
over the game during the first half with
a half time score of 51-25.
Coach Jim Krause said of his team,
"I thought we played very good defense
in the first half which allowed us a big
lead."
The Chargers held their lead during
the second half, showing their great
defensive skills. Ricky Barrett was the
high scorer of the game, racking up a
total of 39 points.

David McCracken (25) and Ronald McCrary (34) go up for a rebound against UN A, but
UNA downed UAH 104-69.
photo by Hajin Kim

Lady Chargers going strong
by Tammy Gregg
sports editor
The Lady Chargers have seen some
exciting basketball action over the
break, winning three of the four games
played over the break.
The Chargers began the holidays
right, beating the Troy State Trojans
59-51 at Spragins Hall December 7.
High scorers were Debbie Douglas
with 16 points, Jill Stilwill with 12,
Sharon Price with 11 and Annette
Fletcher with 10. Price was the leading
rebounder with 10.
UAH continued their winning streak
in a 44-43 thriller against University of
Alabama in Birmingham on the same
court two days later. UAH won despite
a 25 percentage from the field, sinking
only 15 of 60 field goal attempts.
"You have to say the key was the
defense," UAH women's coach Debbie
McBeath said. "It's hard to shoot 25
percent and still win."
"Both teams wanted this game real
bad," McBeath continued, "maybe too
bad. It was a hard fought game and
those are usually low scoring games."
This upset of the Division I UAB
Blazers was the first Division I upset
since McBeath has been at UAH.
Fletcher led the scoring with 19 points,
Douglass and Stilwill each had 7,
Valerie Martin 6, and Sharon Price
added 7.
December 13 found the Lady
Chargers pitted against the University
of North Alabama Lady Lions at the
Von Braun Civic Center.
UAH was trailing by 15 points early
in the second half but came back to win
67-63. Debbie Pounds scored 16 points
and 13 rebounds for UAH; Douglas
had 12 points. Price and Fletcher each
contributed 11 and Martin 10.
The Mississippi University for
Women's Christmas Tournament

December 19-20 broke the Chargers'
winning streak when UAH lost to
Tennessee-Martin 64-62 in the first
tournament round.
After a slow start for the Chargers,
Fletcher racked up 26 points before
Tennessee-Martin scored a 30-foot
basket as the buzzer sounded. Price
added 14 points and seven rebounds
while Martin and Stilwill each scored
10.

2110 Drake Ave
883-9250

FREE
One 1/2 Gallon ROOT BEER
with every 2 BACON DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGERS $3.50
WITH COUPON ONLY

HOLLY

TREE

Homes of Quality
Thoughtfully planned
Dy SPEARBAND
Mid 80's for 1700 sq. fr.
and up. Large Lors.
Come see us ar Holly rree.
NorTh on Wall Triono or 72 V.
left on Capshaw, riqhr on
Sam Thomas ro Memory
Lone. We're rhere every day.
SPEARMAN REALTY
530-0290

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

expires 4/15/87

Schlotzskys
S A N D W I C H

S H O P S

Best Buns in Town
Show your UAH student I.D.
at our Jordan Lane or North
Parkway locations and
receive a medium soft drink
free with purchase of any
sandwich.
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If you feel that any of the adjectives
l i s t e d above describe you, stop b y T h e
Exponent office from 4:30-8-00p.m. and
apply for any of the following positions:
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Willing to work
Assertive
Nose for news
Team oriented

Typesettist
Writters
Production assistants
Editorial Staff
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¥
¥
¥

The Exponent office located in UC
104; phone number - 895-6090.
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